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Oxford

A fine woven leather fabric that can be dressed 
up or dressed down. Create a landscape of color 
mixtures or keep it simple as a solid. Either way 
this design adds a refined look to any piece. 

Woven leather upholstery is a fresh way to 
transform your space through material, pattern 
and color. Reinvent your favorite chair or create 
statement pieces for each room from scratch. All 
of our woven upholstery is made by hand in the 
USA and suitable for residential and commercial 
spaces. 

Oxford | Honey Wheat

Oxford | Bone

Oxford | Indigo
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Trade Account

25 sq ft (2.3 m) average.

Sold by the square foot.

Contact us directly to purchase. All inquiries can be made to inquire@avoavo.com.
Orders require a 50% deposit. 

Indoor wrapped upholstery, surface inlay, and headboards.
Residential and commercial interiors.

We offer a trade discount to interior designers and architects. Please contact us for a quote.

Satin-sheen, water and stain resistant protective coating.

Dust with a dry cloth, sweep, or gently vacuum with a hose attachment (never use “carpet 
mode” or attachments with a spinning brush). Do not use polish or harsh cleaners. 
If a spill or spot should occur, blot immediately with a clean absorbent cloth or sponge - no 
wiping or scrubbing. Then let air dry completely. Do not use solvents or harsh cleaners.

Size, weave, material and color can be customized.

Woven rugs are a handmade product and so variation is inevitable. Leather is a natural product 
that we dye by hand. Each rug is unique and lots made at different times may vary slightly in 
color. Avoid exposure to direct sunlight as it might change or fade the color of your leather.

Hand dyed in Brooklyn. Woven in the United States.

12” x 12” (~ 30 x 30 cm) *Sample available for 2 weeks period loan.

Full grain leather weft, full grain leather warp and fabric backing.

4 - 5 oz.

Up to 54” (1.4 cm) wide, any length. Custom sizes available.
Please check with your upholsterer.

Smooth or natural milled texture and full grain cowhide.

Oxford.

Oxford

Made to order 10 - 14 weeks lead time.


